PIDC Request for Proposals

1100 Wharton Street

Addendum #4 – Survey & Plan of Property

PIDC hereby amends the Request for Proposals (RFP) for 1100 Wharton Street as follows:

1. Addendum #3 to the RFP for 1100 Wharton Street is hereby revised to strike the original Plan of Property prepared by KS Engineers and replace it with the Survey & Plan of Property prepared by Christian Petrowsky, Surveyor and Regulator of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} Survey District, attached hereto as Attachment A.

2. All other terms and conditions set forth in the RFP, Addendum #1 and #2 shall remain unchanged.

This Addendum must be completed, signed by an authorized representative, and submitted along with your proposal.

I, ______________________________ (name), representing ______________________________ (company), hereby confirm that I received and read this Addendum #4.

______________________________
Signature

______________________________
Date